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Abstract

improve chip yield and enhance the graceful degradation
of fail-in-place systems. While modern chips are typically
declared functional only if all of the components are fully
functional (taking into account redundant rows to increase
yield in caches), we propose that chips with some nonfunctioning components are still useful and can contribute
to both overall yield and gracefully degraded components in
a fail-in-place system. Today, it has also become common
for manufacturers to separate chips that are for sale into
speed bins based on their operating frequency, and recently
some have made use of a more general performance binning
strategy that separates parts into bins of guaranteed performance levels rather than bins based solely on operating frequency [11]. We propose that designs that include replicated or non-essential functions in support of increased performance be enhanced with the capability to disable some
of these structures in face of defects detected within the circuitry. Chips of different end-performance, corresponding
to different degraded configurations, can be offered at different prices, extending the current manufacturers use of
speed binning. We formalize this notion of performance
binning, and propose a new yield metric called performance
averaged yield (  ) in which the total yield is a function
of the performance range of each bin and the number of
chips in the bins. Our results indicate that the   for a
uniprocessor can be improved from 85% to 98% with certain assumptions about defect density and defect size. For
chip-multiprocessor architectures at future technologies, we
show that microarchitectural redundancy provides substantial benefits achieving   of up to 99.6%.

The continued increase in microprocessor clock frequency that
has come from advancements in fabrication technology and reductions in feature size, creates challenges in maintaining both manufacturing yield rates and long-term reliability of devices. Methods
based on defect detection and reduction may not offer a scalable
solution due to cost of eliminating contaminants in the manufacturing process and increasing chip complexity. This paper proposes to use the inherent redundancy available in existing and future chip microarchitectures to improve yield and enable graceful
performance degradation in fail-in-place systems. We introduce
a new yield metric called performance averaged yield ( 
)
which accounts both for fully functional chips and those that exhibit some performance degradation. Our results indicate that at
250nm we are able to increase the  
of a uniprocessor with
only redundant rows in its caches from a base value of 85% to 98%
using microarchitectural redundancy. Given constant chip area,
shrinking feature sizes increases fault susceptibility and reduces
the base  
to 60% at 50nm, which exploiting microarchitectural redundancy then increases to 99.6%.

1 Introduction
The bulk of the performance improvement in microprocessors in recent years has come from increases in clock
frequency predominantly achieved by aggressive reductions
in technology features sizes from  to  , and
on-chip transistor counts that have soared from 2,300 to
over 100 million. While technology trends suggest chips
with clock frequencies in the multigigahertz range containing over a billion transistors by the end of the decade, two
substantial challenges must be addressed to enable practical deployment of such systems. First, shrinking lithography, new materials and process technologies, and lower
design tolerances make integrated circuits more susceptible
to manufacturing defects, requiring substantial investments
to maintain chip yield at acceptable levels. Second, some
manufacturing defects are latent and manifest themselves
only after the chips have been deployed and run for some
period of time. As larger commercial and scientific systems
are constructed from hundreds or thousands of processors,
the probability and frequency of latent failures increase.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on yield loss and some related
work in yield enhancement. Section 3 identifies and classifies the types of redundancy in modern microprocessors
and describes the mechanisms required to exploit it for yield
and fail-in-place enhancement. Section 4 describes the details of our yield, area, and performance models. Section 5
presents results showing the yield benefits of microarchitectural redundancy as a function of technology, defect characteristics, and architecture. Section 6 summarizes our findings and describes the synergy between this work and other
design trends.

In this paper we examine the redundancy already available within modern microprocessors that can be used to
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2 Background and Related Work
Yield loss over time can be divided into an initial phase
of technology deployment dominated by systematic failures, with an eventual crossover to a more mature phase
dominated by random defects [17]. Future technology advancements are expected to involve continued shrinking of
feature sizes, and the introduction of new process steps and
materials increasing the yield sensitivity to design features,
introducing new sources of systematic defects, and requiring a feature-based methodology to quantify yield loss [12].
Though we focus primarily on the yield loss due to random
defects, we recognize that many of the techniques discussed
here will also help in identifying more usable chips during the initial technology learning phase. In this paper we
push the traditional techniques of yield enhancement, based
on detecting and either disabling or reconfiguring the faulty
resources [10], inside the boundaries of a single processor
by identifying and exploiting redundancies at the microarchitectural level. Due to the enormous expense of suitable
testers and test time with growing chip complexity, compounded by the fine-grained nature of redundancy proposed
in this paper, we envision the need for more advanced BIST
controllers that build on the capability that exists for array
repair to include support for other types of fault tolerance
mechanisms [6].
There are two classes of work related to the performance
averaged yield concept. In [20], yield evaluation is done
for memory chips with redundancy that allows the chip to
be partitioned so that the fault-free sections can operate independently. The equivalent yield concept proposed in that
paper accounts for partially good chips by scaling the yield
by the memory capacity of the degraded chip. In this paper, we extend the argument to processor chips and propose
a performance based metric that is a better measure of the
effect of chip degradation at the system level. Performability [14] was proposed as a refined measure of availability
by accounting for the degraded performance dynamically.
Performance averaged yield adapts this dynamic concept to
static chip yield evaluation, while recognizing the fact that it
directly applies to fail-in-place systems with runtime BIST
and repair.

3 On-Chip Redundancy Model
This section describes each redundancy model and our
implementation of the redundancy models in the different
processor components. In the future, many chips will likely
contain multiple processors, when we can imagine a set
of intra-processor redundancies as well as inter-processor
redundancy at the next level of hierarchy. As a basis for
analysing the effects of the different redundancy types, we
have defined a processor model (Table 1) that is similar to
the Alpha 21264 [9]. Both the integer and floating point
clusters are symmetric and each have 2 functional units

within them. The processor also has an on-chip L2 cache
of 1MB. The spare entries provided in the components are
used only in the face of defects and do not contribute to additional performance. We identify three primary types of
redundancy as a basis for our redundancy model (Figure 1).
Component Level Redundancy (  "! ): In  "! , the
component is typically replicated to provide additional performance through parallelism, but only a subset is actually
required for correct functionality. Each component that has
 "! has a resource line associated with it, and the component’s BIST module sets the resource line to be permanently
BUSY in the event the component is disabled due to internal faults. The parent control logic already contains mechanisms that restricts its use each cycle to only those components whose resource lines are FREE. For instance, the
instruction scheduling logic is implemented using wakeup
arrays that contain RESOURCE AVAILABLE lines indicating which resources are FREE in the given cycle [4]. The
execution clusters and the internal ALUs of the processor
are covered by the  "! model. The hierarchical nature of
the  "! for the clusters and ALUs provides coverage over
the control logic of the individual clusters.
Array Redundancy ( #$! ): When defects are detected in
rows or columns of bit cells in the main body of the array,
the #%! mechanisms can be configured to effectively steer
the decode towards the redundant entry rather than towards
the bad row or column. From a yield perspective, #%! is
attractive because a relatively small investment in area can
offer excellent defect tolerance for the entire structure. The
set associative L1 and L2 caches are way-interleaved allowing both  &! (disabling one set) and #%! (redundant row
steering within one of the operational sets). The  "! for
the caches provides coverage over the peripheral logic of
the individual cache banks also. Consistent with the accepted design practice [8], the redundant rows and columns
are about 2.5% of the base cache capacity. The TLBs are
also covered by the #$! model.
Dynamic Queue Redundancy (')(*! ): A valid bit is
added to each queue entry that has '+(,! . If a particular
queue entry has defects, it can be permanently disabled by
clearing the valid bit, thus decreasing the number of available entries. The existing protocols that add queue entries
are modified to stall the machine when the available queue
entries are full. Downstream queue access logic is also augmented so that the queue entries marked invalid are never
processed. In highly pipelined designs, as well as designs
that support dynamic reordering of operations, many structures such as the reorder buffer, the issue window, the register remappers, the load and store buffers are implemented as
queues. In our implementation of ')(*! , we include spare
queue entries to provide some defect tolerance without losing any performance, similar to #$! . Nevertheless, our ex-

Microarchitecture Resource
INT, FP Instruction Window
INT, FP Register File
INT, FP Map Table
Execution units per cluster
(INT Alu, FP Alu, INT Mult, FP Mult)
INT, FP Clusters
Reorder Buffer
Load / Store queue
TLBs (Fully associative)
L1 I, D cache (2-way associative)
L2 cache on-chip

Processor Redundancy Configuration
Base capacity / Spare entries
Redundancy Model
20 / 1
DQR
80 / 2
DQR
32 / 1
DQR
2/0
CLR
2/0
80 / 2
32 / 1
128 / 2
64KB / 1.5KB
1MB / 24KB

CLR
DQR
DQR
AR
AR, CLR
AR, CLR

Minimum operational size
20
80
32
1
1
80
32
128
32KB
0MB

Table 1. Processor redundancy configuration
(b) Array Redundancy (AR)

(a) Component Level Replication (CLR)

xxxxx

Four built in
for parallelism

Only three
are usable

Extra Row
Available

Functional, with performance loss

(c) Dynamic Queue Redundancy (DQR)

(bad entry)

Extra Row used
in place of bad entry

Functional, no performance loss

x xxxxx

(bad entry)

x xxxxx

(bad entry)

All entries available Two entries invalid
Functional, some performance loss

Figure 1. Basic Redundancy Models.
periments show that disabling one or two entries in most of
these queues results in at most 1% loss in performance.
Elements of the processor not listed in the table, like random control logic, and logic that is used to implement the
redundancy model itself, have no redundancy coverage in
our example design. Nevertheless, approximately 85% of
the total area of the processor has coverage through redundancy, as compared to 50% with #$! alone in the L1 and
L2 caches. This configuration and aggregate model is used
for the uniprocessor and multiprocessor yield analysis described throughout this paper. Since mainstream processors [2] already employ redundant rows and columns in
caches, the baseline yield (-./10 ) corresponds to a processor with #%! in the L1 and L2 caches.

4 Methodology
Our methodology for calculating overall chip yield integrates a basic yield model and a microprocessor area model
with the redundancy model of the chip components. The
yield of the chip computed thus is then linked with its measured end-performance across the range of different configurations to obtain the performance averaged yield (   ).
The remainder of this section describes each of these models in greater detail.
4.1 Random Defect Limited Yield Model
In this paper, we have adopted the Poisson Yield
model for modeling the random yield component [13]. Our

methodology can be extended to use other commonly studied and more detailed yield models such as the Negative
Binomial model [10]. The Poisson Yield ( ) Model models the random defects to be completely independent and is
described by:

32547698:<;>= =@?BAC
(1)
where 'D is the defect density measured in defects per EFHG ,
# represents the area of the component in EFHG , and IJ!
is the kill ratio or the fraction of the total component area
that is sensitive to defects. The kill ratio models the interaction between the defect size and the layout feature size,
and increases as the ratio of defect size to the feature size
increases. The ITRS [17] has set a target of 83% for the
random-defect limited yield of microprocessors. We obtain
a  -K/10 of 85.4% at 250nm using the defect density provided by the ITRS, for a normal defect to feature size ratio,
and a chip area of 7LMNG , validating our input parameters
to the Poisson Yield model.
4.2 Chip Area Model
Estimation of individual component yield requires detailed area models of the processing cores and caches. We
configured Cacti 3.0 [19], an integrated memory access
time, energy, and area model, to derive area estimates of L1
and L2 caches, TLBs, register files, and all on-chip queues.
To model the area of functional units we used an empirically
derived, technology-independent area model [5]. To esti-

Structure
L2 cache
L1 D cache
L1 I cache
Integer functional units
Floating point functional units
On-chip storage structures
(except caches)
Misc. components
(BIU, PLL,I/O pads etc.)
Random control logic
Total Area at 250nm

Percentage of total area
49.0%
12.7%
5.5%
6.3%
6.7%
11.1%
6.0%
2.7%

OFPFQR%R S

Table 2. The Uniprocessor Model

mate the area of miscellaneous blocks such as I/O pads and
clock distribution trees, we developed an empirical model
based on our analysis of the Alpha 21264 floorplan [9]. We
validated our area model against the Alpha 21264 microprocessor floorplan area [9] and calculated the error to be 3.8%.
Table 2 shows the area of the processor model described in
Section 3, and its distribution among its most significant
components.
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where  m is the combinations operator, Mno[p is the subset of entries required for correct functionality, qrp represents the base number of entries in the component, and pl4
is the number of spare entries. The probability of a entry
being functional or invalid is computed using the Poisson
Yield model. For example, caches that have #$! are provided with enough redundant rows and columns to greatly
improve yield and at the same time show no reduction from
peak performance. Hence in this case Mndo[p becomes equal
to qrp , and the value of pl4 is dependent on the cache capacity. With  "! in the clusters, the processor could potentially have a configuration with only one functional cluster,
in which case p4 is equal to zero and Mndo[p is equal to one.
Hence ts .0 u@u , our overall yield metric, not only inA
cludes the traditionally accounted fully functional chips but
also includes chips with degraded components. The minimum subset of entries for each on-chip component determined by the specific redundancy model is given in Table 1.

4.3 Overall Chip Yield Model

4.4 Performance Averaged Yield Model

Section 3 describes how a single processor component
may have more than one form of redundancy. If the multiple redundancies are non-hierarchical in nature, the overall
component yield is simply equal to the product of the individual region yields corresponding to the different redundancy models. The individual yields can be composed using
a simple product because the Poisson model treats defects
as completely independent. On the other hand if the component has redundancies that compose hierarchically, we begin by applying the method at the lowest level at which the
redundancies of the regions are non-hierarchical and then
reapply the method recursively at each higher level of hierarchy. The chip area model is used to estimate the area of
the different component regions. The redundancy model of
a region is one of  "! , #$! , ')(*! or no redundancy. The
Poisson Yield model is used directly to calculate the statistical yield of a region with no redundancy. The method to
calculate the yield of a region with one of the three primary
redundancy schemes is described below.

While  s .0 u u treats all the resulting yield configA
urations equally regardless of their degraded state, 
specifically aims to differentiate between fully functional
chips and chips with degraded components. Our design
of the   metric achieves this by using the vxw, of
the resulting chip configuration as the discriminating measure. Using this formulation captures both the effects of
redundancy—improvements in yield and reductions from
peak performance. Adding three steps to the algorithm
for computing  s .0 u@u gives us [ . First, the
y
A
#{zJvxw, corresponding to the base configuration (which
is the maximal configuration) is calculated. Each degraded
configuration is then associated with a relative IPC, which
y
is the ratio of its vxw, to the #$zJv7w, . Finally the yield
of each configuration is scaled by its relative IPC and accumulated to give  . This is described by the equation:

Yield with the basic redundancy models: A redundancy model specifies the minimum number of working entries the component must possess to ensure correct overall functionality. The overall component yield is therefore
the sum of the probabilities associated with all the configurations in which the component has at least the minimum
number of working entries, out of the total number of entries
including spares. The 
from this calculation is summaA
rized using the well known binomial expansion:

To evaluate the performance of the various degraded configurations we used the sim-alpha simulator [3] which models the Alpha 21264 core in detail. First, we configured
sim-alpha to resemble our processor model. We further
made modifications that enable us to simulate the different degraded configurations by selectively disabling on-chip
components. We chose seven benchmarks (Figure 2) from
the SPEC2000 benchmark suite and sphinx, a speech recognition benchmark, to provide a wide range of behavior in
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Processor bound
FP

Memory intensive

0.3
0.2
0.1

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.0

0.7

0.13
0.57
1.76
1.29
1.02
0.26
1.11
1.34

0.65

100M
200M
100M
100M
100M
100M
100M
100M

0.4

0.6

Processor bound

MaxIPC

0.55

181.mcf
sphinx
164.gzip
252.eon
171.swim
179.art
183.equake
177.mesa

RUN

0.5

Memory intensive

INT

FFWD
(x100M)
336.3
60
332
207.3
1196
66.3
193.4
639.9

0.45

Benchmark name

0.4

Benchmark category

Fraction of configurations

0.5

Relative IPC

Figure 3. IPC distribution for the different
configurations.

Figure 2. Benchmarks used for performance experiments

IntFus
FpFus
IL1 (KB)
DL1 (KB)
L2 (MB)
Rel IPC

4
4
64
64
1
1.0

3
4
64
64
1
0.97

2
4
64
64
1
0.93

4
3
64
64
1
0.98

4
2
64
64
1
0.99

4
4
32
64
1
0.97

4
4
64
32
1
0.97

4
4
64
64
0.5
0.94

2
2
64
64
1
0.93

2
2
32
32
0.5
0.85

1
1
64
64
1
0.73

1
1
32
32
0.5
0.69

4
4
64
64
0
0.65

2
2
32
32
0
0.50

1
1
32
32
0
0.44

Table 3. Relative IPCs for a few sample degraded configurations.
their usage of the memory system and the execution resources. Figure 2 also shows the number of instructions
skipped to reach the start of the execution phase ( *,' ),
the number of instructions simulated ( !,  ), determined
using SimPoint [18], and the maximum IPC for each benchmark at the base configuration.
Two important factors contribute to   being nearly
equal to ts .0 u u . To describe the factors we plot the
A
normalized IPC distribution for the range of all the allowed
processor configurations (Figure 3), not accounting for their
actual yield or likelihood of occurence. First, the graph
shows that 80% of the configurations have a relative IPC
(Rel IPC) greater than 0.8. The remaining configurations
having Rel IPC around 0.55 correspond to the chips with a
fully defective L2 cache. The left section of Table 3 shows
harmonic mean Rel IPCs of a small subset of chip configurations having Rel IPC greater than 0.8. In the right section,
the Rel IPC drops below 0.8, with the last column corresponding to our most degraded configuration. Second, there
is enough redundancy in our processor model that most of
the yield is also concentrated in configurations with high
Rel IPC, and highly degraded configurations such as in the
right section of the table never occur and hence provide no
contribution to yield. Hence in all of the product terms contributing to  (Equation 3) with non-zero yield (  _ ) the
associated Rel IPC is close to one.

5 Results
In this section we present our results for the yield enhancement we observe at future technologies and chip microarchitectures as a function of the defect characteristics
and the redundancy model.
5.1 Chip Topologies
Future chip microarchitectures have substantial flexibility in using the larger number of transistors that can fit in
a given chip area. In the case of special-purpose processors, where the desired functionality remains fairly constant with time, the required performance can be achieved
with no additional features in the processor architecture.
As shown in Figure 4a, the area of the uniprocessor in
the constant-architecture scheme decreases rapidly with decreasing feature size because the microarchitecture is kept
constant. However, with successive microprocessor generations, the dominant trend in general purpose processor
design has been to add microarchitectural features that enhance the processor’s functionality and consume the extra
silicon area. Figure 4b illustrates this constant-area uniprocessor model, where the relative proportions of the core
area and the area occupied by caches is kept approximately
constant. Technology scaling trends and considerations on
multi-thread performance have influenced some emerging
architectures to include multiple processors within a single

(a) Constant−architecture scaling
Processor
core

Processor
core

L2 Cache

L2 Cache

(b) Constant−area scaling

(c) Chip−multiprocessor scaling

Processor
core

Processor
core

Processor
core

L2 Cache

L2 Cache

L2 Cache

Figure 4. Chip topologies.
chip, which has substantial implications for yield. Figure 4c
illustrates the CMP (Chip multiprocessor) model built using
the constant-architecture uniprocessor model as the building block.
5.2 Uniprocessor Yield
Y_OVERALL : All benchmarks
CLR: Clusters
CLR: Functional units
DQR: On-chip queues
CLR: L1 D bank level redundancy
CLR: L1 I bank level redundancy
CLR: L2 bank level redundancy
L1, L2 Array redundancy (Y_BASE)

Y_PAV

1.000

0.950

0.900

50nm

70nm

100nm

130nm

180nm

250nm

0.850

Technology

Figure 5. Yield for a constant-architecture
uniprocessor model at normal defect size.

Constant-architecture Uniprocessor Yield: Figure 5
shows  obtained by incrementally adding different
flavors of on-chip redundancy to the constant-architecture
uniprocessor model. For instance, at 100nm the maximum contribution comes from L2 bank level redundancy,
and  "! in the functional units dominates among all the
other types of redundancy, which together increase   to
98.8%. Across technologies,  -K/10 increases from 85.4%
to a maximum of 93.7% because the gain from the rapidly
decreasing chip area outweighs the increased susceptibility
to yield loss due to the higher kill ratio. Second, the contribution of L2 bank level redundancy continues to be significant, and all the other types of redundancy give progres-

sively diminishing returns. This is because the L1 and L2
caches occupy almost 70% of the chip area and the absolute area occupied by the remaining components becomes
vanishingly small at smaller feature sizes. Finally, 
increases from 98% at 250nm to 99.2% at 50nm, and since
most of the configurations lie within 20% of maximum performance (Figure 3)  s .0 u@u (indicated by the dotted
A
line) is at most 0.4% above  across all technologies.
The above result is significant because it shows that even
though -./10 improves with technology,  can be
further improved by adding microarchitectural redundancy.
Constant-area Uniprocessor Yield:
Unlike the
constant-architecture model -K/10 decreases substantially
from 85.4% at 250nm to 59.5% at 50nm, as the area of the
chip components remain constant across technologies, and
the kill ratio increases with decreasing feature size. Hence,
exploiting the greater available redundancy at smaller
feature sizes, whether in the form of more functional
units, cache banks, offers greater improvements to -K/10 ,
achieving  s .0 u u ranging from 98% at 250nm to
A
91.3% at 50nm. However, the increasing difficulty in
achieving scalable performance by scaling an out of order
superscalar uniprocessor, has induced the adoption of
CMPs as discussed in the next section.
5.3 Multiprocessor Yield
In this paper, we explore two types of multiprocessor redundancy. In intra-processor redundancy, a chip can have its
processors in any of the allowed internally degraded states,
but the entire chip is considered bad once the available redundancy is exhausted in even one of its processors. On the
other hand a processor in a chip with only inter-processor
redundancy becomes useless if any fault resides in it. However, if enough of the remaining processors are functional,
the chip can still be operational. In this paper we consider
the chip to be functional as long as there is at least one
good processor, but in practice our models never produce
chip configurations with more than two bad processors per
chip. We calculate chip performance as the aggregate performance of all the cores on the chip, since we model the
multiple threads to be independent. The algorithm for calculating  from Section 4.4 can be naturally extended
to a multiprocessor by modifying each step to account for

Y_OVERALL: All benchmarks
CLR: Clusters
CLR: Functional units
DQR: On-chip queues
CLR: L1 D bank level redundancy
CLR: L1 I bank level redundancy
CLR: L2 bank level redundancy
L1, L2 Array redundancy (Y_BASE)

1.00

L1, L2 Array redundancy (Y_BASE)
Intra-processor redundancy
Inter-processor redundancy
Both
Crossover

0.90

0.90

0.80

Y_PAV

Y_PAV

point

1.00

0.70

0.80
0.70

130nm

100nm

70nm

2

4

6

12

50nm

180nm

1

70nm

250nm

#Proc

Tech

100nm

Tech

130nm

0.50

180nm

0.50

250nm

0.60

50nm

0.60

24

#Proc

1

2

4

6

12

24

Figure 6. Yield with intra-processor redundancy at normal defect size.
the v7w, of the entire multiprocessor (whether the configuration is fully functional or degraded).
5.3.1 Yield with Intra-processor Redundancy
Figure 6 plots [ , across all technologies, obtained by
incrementally adding redundancy to each processor in a
multiprocessor chip with intra-processor redundancy. The
x-axis shows the feature size and the number of processors per chip at each technology. At any given technology adding redundancy improves   substantially,  "!
in the functional units give maximum yield benefit, and
the benefits from L2 bank level redundancy, '+(*! in the
queues, and  "! in the clusters are comparable. For instance, at 70nm adding redundancy dramatically improves
  from 68.2% to 93.7%. There are three interesting
features that can be observed across technologies. First,
the t-./10 decreases substantially from 85.4% at 250nm
to 59.5% at 50nm, because the kill ratio increases considerably at smaller feature sizes. Second, the instances of intraprocessor redundancy on the chip increases linearly with the
number of processors, and as a result the addition of redundancy leads to greater improvements in yield at smaller feature sizes. For instance, at 180nm  increases by 4.4%
on adding  &! in the functional units, whereas it increases
by 12.4% at 50nm. Third, the higher yield benefits, depending on the redundancy model, imply that more chips are degraded at smaller technologies. But as the area occupied
by a single processor decreases, its  -K/10 increases (see
Figure 5), and hence the probability of it being defective
decreases. Combined with the increasing number of proces-

Figure 7. Comparison of  for different
redundancy models.
sors per chip, the fraction of degraded processors per chip
decreases with technology. Hence, even though the number
of degraded chips increases at smaller technologies, each
resulting degraded chip configuration contains a majority
of fully functional processor cores and very few degraded
processors. As a result,  continues to be within 0.2%
of  s K0 u@u at all technologies. Although there are sigA
nificant benefits from adding redundancy, [ with all the
types of redundancy drops from 98% at 250nm to 91.3% at
50nm due to higher kill ratio.
5.3.2 Comparison of Redundancy Models
Figure 7 compares   obtained using four different redundancy models. With only #$! ,   decreases rapidly
from 85.4% at 250nm to 59.5% at 50nm. Having intraprocessor redundancy alone achieves high  , which
decreases slightly from 98% at 250nm to 91.3% at 50nm.
Inter-processor redundancy gives coverage over the entire
area of the chip and hence  increases uniformly from
85.4% at 250nm to 98% at 50nm. The yield benefits offered
by intra and inter-processor redundancy crossover at 100nm
because of the opposite trends in their  across technologies. While this analysis assumes a constant defect density across technologies, larger defect densities will shift the
crossover point to the right because the fault susceptibility
per unit area of silicon increases, and hence fine grained redundancy becomes more appropriate. Also while our CMP
design is composed of a number of relatively small Alpha
21264-like cores, future CMP designs may take advantage
of much larger uniprocessor cores to achieve technology

scalable high performance over a wide range of applications [16]. Consequently, there will be fewer processors and
significantly greater intra-processor redundancy than interprocessor redundancy per chip, which will again shift the
crossover point to the right. Since intra and inter-processor
redundancy offer different types of coverage, having both
intra and inter-processor redundancy provides consistently
high  ranging from 98% at 250nm to 99.6% at 50nm,
with a maximum improvement in  of 3.75% over having only one of the types of redundancy.

6 Conclusions
This paper, examines the redundancy in modern microarchitectures that can be used to enhance their yield, and evaluates the trade-off between performance and yield within
the context of microprocessors and chip multiprocessors.
We propose a new yield metric called performance averaged yield (  ) which accounts for the level of performance degradation on all functioning chips. By exploiting
microarchitectural redundancy we demonstrate that [
can be improved to as high as 99.6% at 50nm, with a maximum reduction in performance in any chip of less than
20%, a substantial improvement from a  s K0 u@u of 60%
A
achieved when only considering the defect-free parts.
Today’s systems that provide fail-in-place capabilities do
so at the system level and typically provide hot spares for
power supplies, processors chips, memory modules, and
disks [2]. We advocate pushing fail-in-place inside the
boundaries of a single chip or processor and allowing defective components to continue to operate, perhaps with somewhat degraded performance. Of course fail-in-place also
requires techniques for detection and recovery from intermittent and transient failures that occur during a program’s
execution, and some such mechanisms are summarized in
the literature [1, 15].
The regularity and redundancy that we exploit is synergistic with several technology and design trends. Managing increasing design complexity demands modular design
techniques that reuse chip components, thus creating redundancy opportunities. Second, the increase in wire delay relative to transistor switching time will likely lead to partitioned architectures composed of replicated hardware modules [16]. Finally, looming limits on energy and heat have
led architects to suggest trading power for performance by
selectively disabling microarchitecture components [7]. We
expect that future systems designers will take advantage
of replication and partitioning to meet these joint goals of
power, performance, reliability, and ease of design.
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